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Upscale interior designer Zoe Luce has found peace and contentment in Whispering Springs,

Arizona. She has a thriving business, and sheâ€™s settling into newlywed life with private

investigator Ethan Truax. The threat that brought Zoe and Ethan together is finally over, ancient

history, or so Zoe believes. Very few people know of her uncanny ability to sense the dark secrets

hidden within the walls of a house, and she wants to keep it that way, even from Ethan. But

someone is stalking Zoe - someone who knows all about her, and who shadows her every move. Is

it the same person who is threatening her closest friend, Arcadia Ames, the only other person in

Whispering Springs who knows the truth about Zoe? Or are Zoe and Arcadia getting tangled in a

web spun by someone more dangerous than they could ever have imagined? As a private

investigator, Ethan is paid to find the truth, yet he has secrets of his own that are better left buried.

He canâ€™t let the threats to Zoe go unchallenged, although he fears that the truth may be a bigger

burden than their still-fragile relationship can handle. And Ethan isnâ€™t alone with his fears:

instead of setting her free, Zoe dreads that the truth will only imprison her once more within her

darkest nightmares, this time with no escape in sight.
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I adored JAK's Light in Shadow - the first in the Whispering Springs Novels. The characters were

crisp, witty and it was JAK at her best.This does measure up to that book. Not that it is bad. It's just

this is in the pattern of her recent trilogies of books. One really good and then two weaker



continuation of the same story. I really hoped since Light and Shadow was so strong that she would

break that curse. I love JAK - she is one of my favourite writers, but I do feel a wee bit let down by

these weaker part 2 and 3 books. Only the Eclipse Bay books were as good all the way through, in

fact got stronger as they went. In paperback, maybe you would grump less, but at hardback prices

her fans might feel they deserve a little bit more.When we last saw the Whispering Hills gang, it was

just a month early. Ethan Truax, PI, had married Zoe Luce to stop Zoe's brother-in-law from trying to

pop her back in to the high-priced Candle Lake Manor Psychiatric Hospital. The bluff had worked

and the mystery - who killed Zoe's husband - was solved. Zoe's fellow escapee from Crystal Lake -

Arcadia was now living with Harry, Ethan's PI friend. Neither Zoe or Arcadia had mental problems,

but Crystal Lake specialised in hiding rich people's "embarrassments" - for enough money they

quietly keep the problemsome relative away from prying eyes. However, in Arcadia's case, she was

actually hiding from a husband, and deliberately checked herself into Crystal Lake. Grant Loring

tried to kill her. She figured her husband would never look for her at an institute for the mentally

ill.Arcadia suddenly fears, Grant's still alive - not dead from a skiing accident as reported - and that

he has now decided to come after his wife who has too much information on him.

I adored JAK's Light in Shadow - the first in the Whispering Springs Novels. The characters were

crisp, witty and it was JAK at her best.This is not.Not that it is bad. It's just this is in the pattern of her

recent trilogies of books. One really good and then two weaker continuation of the same story. I

really hoped since Light and Shadow was so strong that she would break that curse. I love JAK -

she is one of my favourite writers, but I do feel let down by these weaker part 2 and 3 of her JAK

and Quick efforts of late. Only the Eclipse Bay books were as good all the way through. In

paperback, maybe you would grump less, but at hardback prices her fans deserver a little bit

more.When we last saw the Whispering Hills gang, it was just a month early. Ethan Truax, PI, had

married Zoe Luce to stop Zoe's brother-in-law from trying to pop her back in to the high-priced

Candle Lake Manor Psychiatric Hospital. The bluff had worked and the mystery - who killed Zoe's

husband - was solved. Zoe's fellow escapee from Crystal Lake - Arcadia was now living with Harry,

Ethan's PI friend. Neither Zoe or Arcadia had mental problems, but Crystal Lake specialised in

hiding rich people's "embarrassments" - for enough money they quietly keep the problemsome

relative away from prying eyes. However, in Arcadia's case, she was actually hiding from a

husband, and deliberately checked herself into Crystal Lake. Grant Loring tried to kill her. She

figured her husband would never look for her at an institute for the mentally ill.Arcadia suddenly

fears, Grant's still alive - not dead from a skiing accident as reported - and that he has now decided



to come after his wife who has too much information on him. She fears her "new" identity has been

compromised.
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